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Giving an adult a coloring book will boost his/her creativity, reduce stress, as well as help keep
and develop fine motor skills. It's a great way to refresh body, mind and soul.

About the AuthorCeleste von Albrecht lives in Columbus, Ohio, with her shining knight, charming
daughter, six majestic cats, and, as long as there are no squirrels, two dignified dogs.
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angel soft, “Awesome. Love it”

jazzy25, “Pretty Christmas pictures!. I like this book but I was looking forward to a little different
type pictures. Although I enjoy it, some of the pictures look more kid friendly. I have colored
some pretty Christmas scenes. I will be ordering more adult coloring books.”

willis, “I like this book very much. I like this book very much. I ordered several for my grandkids.
Some pictures are not too hard for young folks, but there are more complicated ones as well.
Who cares if they go outside the lines anyway? A great pastime for getting in the Christmas
mood. I will give them out at Thanksgiving dinner, I think.”

Norma Fenton, “Four Stars. Some interesting things to color but I didn't care for the very simple
ones.”

Lynn R Hollister, “Four Stars. Kind of simple”

Theresa Hood, “Four Stars. Love the pictures but believe there should only be one picture per
page.”

France Marcel, “Reçu à la date prévue, beau livre avec de .... Reçu à la date prévue, beau livre
avec de belles illustrations. Bien contente de mon achat.De gros dessins et des petits alors
coloriage simple et du plus long , c'est parfait pour moi.Merci amazon”

Linda Kelly, “I love Christmas colouring books. I love Christmas colouring books, and this one is
really nice. If you like simple Christmas pictures this is for you.”

The book by Celeste von Albrecht has a rating of 5 out of 4.0. 95 people have provided
feedback.



Language: English
Paperback: 50 pages
Reading age: 8 years and up
Grade level: 4 - 6
Item Weight: 5 ounces
Dimensions: 8.5 x 0.1 x 11.02 inches
Diary: 224 pages
Accessory: 30 pages
Calendar: 13 pages
Spiral-bound: 160 pages
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